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Abstract
Within the Netherlands, large scale digitization efforts of natural science collections have
taken place in recent years. This has led to a wealth of digital information on natural
science collections. Still, large quantities of collection data remain untapped and
undigitized. The usage of all these digital collections data as driver for science and society
remains underexplored. Especially important, is the opportunity for such data to be
combined and/or enriched with other data types with the aim to empower different user
groups.
A consortium of Dutch partners has committed themselves in working together to make
biological and geological collections into a joint research infrastructure, underpinning other
research infrastructures and scientific uses also beyond the biodiversity research domain.
This consortium combines the Dutch contribution to the Distributed Systems of Scientific
Collections (DiSSCo), LifeWatch, the Catalogue of Life and the Global Biodiversity
Information facility, under the coordination of the Netherlands Biodiversity Information
Facility.
As part of a preparatory project for DiSSCo, funded by the Dutch science council, we
connected the different users groups of collection managers (data providers), scientists
(end-users), IT-specialists and policymakers. With collection managers we explored how to
move towards an overview of all natural science collections in the Netherlands. In addition,
we studied to what extent collection holdings of different musea could be combined,
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managed, and shared into one research infrastructure. Using a research data management
cycle perspective, we surveyed and interviewed the Dutch research community for the
barriers and opportunities in using natural science collections and related data.
The outcomes of the project should lead to the next steps in creating a more
comprehensive and inclusive biodiversity research data infrastructure in the Netherlands
that interacts seamlessly with existing international research infrastructures, including
DiSSCo.
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